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Abstract. A comparative study on the proton-
bound complexes of 1-methylcytosine (1-mC)
w i th 1 -me thy lguan ine (1 -mG) and 9-
methylguanine (9-mG), [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, respectively, was carried out using
energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation
(ER-CID) experiments in combination with quan-
tum chemical calculations. In ER-CID experi-
ments, the measured survival yields indicated
an essentially identical stability for the two

proton-bound complexes. In comparisonwith the lowest-energy structures and base-pairing energetics predicted
at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) theory level, both complexes produced in this study were suggested to be proton-
bound Hoogsteen base pairs. Curiously, despite the similarity in structures, binding energetics, and potential
energy surfaces predicted by the B3LYP theory, the fragment branching ratios exhibited an intriguing alternation
between the two proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs. The CID of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ produced protonated
cytosines, [1-mC:H]+, more abundantly than [1-mG:H]+, whereas that of [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ gave rise to a more
pronounced production of protonated guanines, [9-mG:H]+. However, using the proton affinities of moieties
predicted by the high-accuracy methods, including CBS-QB3 and the Guassian-4 theory, the anomaly known
for [Cytosine:Guanine:H]+ (J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 29, 2368–2379 (2018)) successfully accounted for the
alternated branching ratios. Thereby, the anomaly, more specifically, the production of proton-transferred
fragments of O-protonated cytosines in the CID of proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs, is indeed real, which is
disclosed as the alternated branching ratios in the CID spectra of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ in this
study.
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Introduction

Mass spectrometry has provided a powerful means to
elucidate structures and base-pairing energy of non-

covalent complexes of proton-bound nucleic acid bases, which
provide structural motifs to form altered DNA structures upon
protonation. For example, infrared multiple photon dissocia-
tion (IRMPD) spectroscopy [1–4] successfully probed the tri-
ply bound nature of proton-bound base pairs of cytosines [5–7].
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This has deepened our understanding of base-pairing interac-
tions involved in tetrameric DNA structures arising from
cytosine-rich oligomers in the acidic conditions [8–11], which
are known as DNA i-motifs [12]. In addition, energy-resolved
collision-induced dissociation (ER-CID) experiments in single
or multiple collision conditions have offered an accurate way to
determine binding energetics for proton-bound base pairs of
cytosines and deoxycytidines along with thermochemistry such
as the proton affinities (PA) of their moieties [13–18]. IRMPD
spectroscopy was also employed to examine various proton-
bound complexes of nucleic acid bases including adenine (A)
dimers, [A:A:H]+ [19], heterodimers of cytosine (C) and gua-
nine (G), [C:G:H]+ [20], and for metal cation-bound complexes
such as G-tetrads [21].

In particular, a recent IRMPD spectroscopy elucidated the
structures of proton-bound heterodimers of [C:G:H]+ produced
by electrospray ionization (ESI) for the first time in the gas phase
[20]. The spectroscopic investigation along with differential ion
mobility spectrometry (DIMS) revealed an interesting change in
conformational preference, which depended on the pH of sample
solutions (methanol:water = 1:1). In the study, ESI preferentially
produced proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs in acidic condi-
tions (pH = 3.2; 66% Hoogsteen), whereas protonated Watson–
Crick (WC) base pairs were found to be dominant in non-
acidified conditions (pH = 5.8; 91% WC) (Figure 1).

In fact, proton-bound Hoogsteen base-pairing is another
important cause of altered DNA structures by protonation
[22]. Although WC base-pairing is stable at physiological
conditions, proton-bound Hoogsteen base-pairing is known to
occur transiently under certain circumstances [23–29], wherein
N3-protonated C binds to the Hoogsteen edge of G inWC base
pairs. This leads to the formation of triplet, [C:H+•••G:C], and
triplexes of nucleotide oligomers [28, 29]. Such formation of
triple strandedDNA structures via a Hoogsteen interactionmay
be related to human diseases such as Friedreich’s ataxia [30,
31]. In addition, the transient formation of the Hoogsteen strand
in DNA double helixes may have a role in expanding the
genetic code beyond the capacity served only by WC base-
pairing [25–27].

One theoretical study predicted that the proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pair is the most stable conformation for isolat-
ed [C:G:H]+ and thus would be dominant in the gas phase [32].
The base-pairing in proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs utilizes
two hydrogen bonds, of which one is an ionic hydrogen bond
offered by an extra proton attached to the N3-position of the C

moiety [33]. The strength of interaction involved in the
Hoogsteen base-pairing in [C:G:H]+ was predicted to be rather
strong at 159.87 kJ/mol [34], which is stronger than the theo-
retical binding energy of neutral G:CWC base pairs at 99.6 kJ/
mol [35]. It is still weaker than that of triply hydrogen-bonded
C dimers, [C:C:H]+, at 171.7 and 169.9 kJ/mol, which are
theoretical and experimental values, respectively [14]. In the
Hoogsteen base pair, the proton transfer (PT) in the ionic
hydrogen bond between the two moieties may be facile due
to the low predicted energy barrier for the PT of 4.90 kJ/mol
(ΔE0

PT) [33].
In the CID experiments, the proton-bound Hoogsteen base

pair of [C:G:H]+ exhibited an intriguing behavior in the frag-
ment abundance ratio [36]. In view of the kinetic method [37–
39], it is generally expected that the protonated moiety of a
larger PA would be produced more abundantly in the CID of a
proton-bound complex of [A•••H+•••B] under multiple colli-
sion conditions. However, it was found that the CID of
[C:G:H]+ had a more pronounced formation of protonated C,
[C:H]+, than [G:H]+ despite the smaller experimental PA of C
(949.8 kJ/mol) than that of G (959.4 kJ/mol) [40, 41]. To
understand the anomalous CID behaviors of [C:G:H]+, ER-
CID experiments in combination with a theoretical study on
dissociation pathways for a homolog series of proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs, [C:G:H]+, [1-methylcytosine (1-
mC):G:H]+, and [5-methylcytosine:G:H]+, were carried out
[34]. In the study, an additional fragmentation pathway that
involves proton transfer during dissociation was suggested to
be available, which leads to the generation of proton-
transferred products, O2-protonated cytosines, in addition to
N3-protonated cytosine fragments from direct dissociation.
The presence of the additional fragmentation channel for
[C:H]+ fragments was considered as the cause of the anomaly,
which was the observation of more abundant [C:H]+ fragments
than [G:H]+ in the CID of proton-boundHoogsteen base pair of
[C:G:H]+.

In a continuing effort to understand the anomaly, we further
investigated the ER-CID behaviors of proton-boundHoogsteen
base pairs of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ in a com-
parative study. As a result, this study demonstrates that the
anomaly, i.e., the proton transfer occurring in the course of the
CID of proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs, is indeed present
and determines the apparent CID behaviors.

Experimental and Theoretical Methods
Materials

Chemicals, including cytosine (C), 1-methylguanine (1-mG),
and 9-methylguanine (9-mG), were commercially obtained
f rom Sigma–Aldr ich Korea (Suwon, Korea) . 1 -
methylcytosine (1-mC) was purchased from Synchem UG &
Co. KG (Felsberg, Germany). Other chemicals including ace-
tonitrile and acetic acid were also obtained from Sigma–
Aldrich Korea. The chemicals were used without further
purification.

Figure 1. Proton-bound Hoogsteen and protonated WC base
pairs of [C:G:H]+
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ER-CID Experiments

ER-CID experiments were performed on an ion trap mass
spectrometer (LTQ XL, Thermo Scientific, MA, USA).
Proton-bound base pairs were produced by using the ESI of
binary sample solutions (200 μM each) prepared in a 1:1
solution of water and acetonitrile with 1% acetic acid (pH =
3.3). The sample solutions were electrosprayed by direct infu-
sion at a flow rate of 10 μl/min. The temperature of inlet
capillary was generally set to 150 °C. Precursor ions, which
were proton-bound base pairs, stored in the linear ion trap were
excited for 30 msec, during which the ions underwent CID by
multiple collisions with the collision gas, He, at about 1 mTorr.
For the ER-CID experiments, the excitation energy was set in
terms of the normalized collision energy (NCE), the instru-
ment’s parameter in the arbitrary unit (a.u.), of which the scan
step was chosen to be 0.5 or 1. The survival yield (S.Y.) for the
proton-bound dimers was monitored in terms of the ratio of the
abundance of surviving precursor ions, I(p), to the sum of
abundances of all ions, Itotal, which is the sum for all fragments
(f), Ii(f), and surviving precursor ions (p), I(p), measured in the
MS/MS spectra; S.Y. = I(p)/Itotal = I(p)/(ΣIi(f) + I(p)). Similarly,
the formation yield (F.Y.) for a fragment was defined as F.Y. (f)
= I(f)/Itotal. The yields were obtained as a function of NCE.
Using the least square method, the S.Y. curves were fitted to a
relation, S.Y. = [1+ (NCE/CID50)

n]−1. The fitted value of
CID50 corresponds to the collision energy at which 50% de-
pletion of precursor ions occurs, which represents the relative
stability of precursor ions. The value n represents the steepness
of the declining region of the fitted curve [42]. The ER-CID
data were obtained and averaged for three independent mea-
surements, of which standard deviations were measured to be
very small and comparable to the sizes of the symbols depicted
in the graphs. For CID behaviors, the influences of different
solvent composition (methanol:water = 1:1), pH (pH = 7.3 –
7.6) and temperature of inlet capillary (120–400 °C) were also
examined.

Quantum Chemical Calculations

A computational study was performed using the Gaussian 09
program suite [43]. Density functional theory using the B3LYP
hybrid functional has been widely utilized in many theoretical
investigations of nucleic acid bases and their base pairs. In
particular, the theory level of B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) was
found to be very reliable in predicting the structures and base-
pairing interactions of proton-bound nucleic acid base pairs in
comparison with data obtained by threshold CID (TCID) ex-
periments [14, 15]. Thus, this computational study employed
the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) theory in exploring the potential
energy surfaces for the proton-bound base pairs of [1-mC:1-
mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+, which includes the localization
of minimum energy structures, transition states (TS), and in-
termediates (INT), as well as the calculation of related energet-
ics. For vibration frequency calculations, a scale factor of
0.9804 was used. The calculations further predicted thermo-
chemical quantities such as enthalpy (H) and Gibbs energy (G)

at 298.15 K. As for the interaction energy between the two
moieties in a base pair, [A:H+•••B], the dissociation energy
with zero-point energy correction defined as D0 = [E0(A:H

+) +
E0(B)]−E0([A:H

+•••B]) was evaluated. The dissociation energy
was further corrected for basis set superposition errors (-
D0,BSSE) using the relaxed counterpoise method [44]. Polariz-
able continuum model (PCM) calculations were carried out
when the energetics in the aqueous environment was examined
[45]. In searching for TS, a potential energy scan was per-
formed for the areas of interest on potential energy surfaces. TS
was then localized using QST3 calculations [46], which were
further examined by vibration frequency calculations.

To predict the energetics, including the PAs of monomers,
more reliably, high-accuracy methods, including the Gaussian-
4 theory (G4) and its variations (G4MP2) [47, 48], as well as
the complete basis set method (CBS-QB3), were utilized [49,
50]. The high-accuracy methods are known for providing high
accuracy in predicting the thermochemistry of molecules from
benchmarking studies [47–53], which is comparable to the
chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol). The high-accuracy methods
are computationally expensive, in particular, G4, for such large
systems as the proton-bound base pairs of the present study.
Thus, potential energy surfaces were explored at the theory
level of B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) [14, 15], which is ss compu-
tationally demanding than the high-accuracy methods.

Data and Results
Alternation in Branching Ratios in ER-CID
of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+

ER-CID experiments were carried out for the proton-bound
heterodimers of 1-mC with 1-mG and 9-mG, which were
produced by the ESI of the acidic solutions in this study (pH
= 3.3). Figure 2 displays the S.Y. curves for the proton-bound
precursor ions of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+,
which also display that for [1-mC:C:H]+ measured under the
same condition for comparison. In general, the S.Y. curves
revealed relative stabilities for the precursor ions. The observed
order in energy (NCE) was [1-mC:C:H]+ (CID50 = 10.40) > [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+ (9.62) ≈ [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ (9.57). In the S.Y.

Figure 2. The S.Y. curves obtained for precursor ions of [1-
mC:1-mG:H]+, [1-mC:9-mG:H]+, and [1-mC:C:H]+
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curves, it is evident that the two base pairs, [1-mC:1-mG:H]+

and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+, possess an essentially identical stability
with respect to CID by multiple collisions. It is also shown that
their stabilities are still weaker than the triply bound complex of
[1-mC:C:H]+ involving triple hydrogen bonds, of which the
interaction energy was measured to be 166.6 kJ/mol by the
TCID experiments [16]. The comparable stability suggests that
both proton-bound base pairs, which differ only in the methyl-
ation positions of the G moieties, may be formed by the same
type of base-paring interaction, presumably.

The F.Y. curves obtained for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+ by the ER-CID experiments are presented in
Figure 3. Interestingly, the F.Y. curves display distinctly dif-
ferent CID behaviors for the two proton-bound base pairs. It is
noticeable that the production of the protonated C moiety, [1-
mC:H]+, was pronounced in the CID of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+,
whereas the protonated G moiety, [9-mG:H]+, was more abun-
dant than [1-mC:H]+ in the CID spectra of [1-mC:9-mG:H]+.
The branching ratios were measured to be 0.8:0.2 for [1-
mC:H]+:[1-mG:H]+ in the CID of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and
0.4:0.6 for [1-mC:H]+:[9-mG:H]+ in that of [1-mC:9-mG:H]+,
approximately. Since it appears that the only difference be-
tween the two base pairs is the methylation sites in 1-mG and 9-
mG, the observed alternation in the branching ratios is curious.

In the previous IRMPD study, the conformational prefer-
ence of [C:G:H]+ between proton-bound Hoogsteen and WC
isomers was found to vary depending on the pH of ESI sample
solutions [20]. In this regard, the effects of different solvent
composition, pH of sample solutions, and temperature of inlet
capillary of the mass spectrometer on the CID behaviors of
both complexes were examined. However, there were no no-
ticeable influences on the CID curves, particularly on the
branching ratios, for the proton-bound base pairs (Figures 1S

and 2S in the supporting information). It suggests that the
proton-bound complexes produced in this study can be repre-
sented by a predominant conformation, which is mostly likely
the most thermodynamically stable isomers of the proton-
bound complexes.

Lowest-Energy Structures of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+

and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+: Proton-Bound Hoogsteen
Base Pairs

To understand the alternation observed in the branching ratios
of fragments produced by the CID of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, we performed a theoretical study for the
proton-bound base pairs at the theory level of B3LYP/6-
311+G(2d,2p) [14, 15]. In search for plausible structures that
might represent the conformations of precursor ions in the gas
phase, extensive exploration of dimer structures was carried out
in the same way as utilized in the previous studies [32, 34]. In
this study, for protonated moieties, the protonation of the N3-
and (cis-) O2-positions of 1-mC and the N7-position of 1-mG
and 9-mG moieties was considered (Figure 3S). The lowest-
energy structures found for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-
mG:H]+, five conformers for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+, and four for
[1-mC:9-mG:H]+ within ΔG < 25 kJ/mol are given in Fig. 4S
and 5S with their predicted energies in Tables 1S and 2S.

In the results, it is to be noted that the lowest-energy struc-
tures for both proton-bound dimers are proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs, in which two hydrogen bonds, including
an ionic hydrogen bond, stabilize the proton-bound dimers
(Figure 4). For [1-mC:1-mG:H]+, the proton-bound Hoogsteen
base pair (I) was predicted to be more stable than the second
stable structure (II) by 8.37 kJ/mol in the gas phase (ΔG) and
5.40 kJ/mol in the aqueous environment (ΔGPCM). As for [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, the Hoogsteen base pair (I) was more stable
than the next stable one (II) by 10.99 and 10.29 kJ/mol in ΔG
and ΔGPCM, respectively. In view of the Boltzmann popula-
tion, the ΔG value of 8 kJ/mol accounts for more than 95% of
the population in the gas phase in thermal equilibrium. As the
proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs may also be more stable in
the sample solution (ΔGPCM), the theoretical results suggest
that the proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs are most likely the
gas-phase conformations for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-
mG:H]+ produced by ESI in this study.

In addition, the dissociation energies (D0,BSSE) for proton-
bound Hoogsteen base pairs, [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-
mG:H]+, to their respective lowest-energy product states, [1-
mG:H]+ + 1-mC and [9-mG:H]+ + 1-mC, were calculated to be
149.58 and 153.94 kJ/mol, respectively (Table 1). The differ-
ence in D0,BSSE is 4.36 kJ/mol, which is a small difference that
agrees well with the comparable stability of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+

and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ observed in the S.Y. curves. These sug-
gest that proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs represent both the
proton-bound complexes of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-
mG:H]+ produced in the gas phase under our experimental
conditions.

Figure 3. The F.Y. curves obtained for precursor ions of (a) [1-
mC:1-mG:H]+ and (b) [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ along with the MS/MS
spectra obtained at CID50
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As for the possible presence of protonated WC base pairs
[20], the WC conformation for [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ was located
high in energy (ΔE0 = 16.49, ΔG = 18.37 kJ/mol; IV in
Figure 5S) in this theoretical study, of which the lowest disso-
ciation energy was calculated to be 137.23 kJ/mol (D0,BSSE;
Table 2S). As for the [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ base pairs, due to the
methylation at the N1-position of guanine, WC base-pairing is
not available for this complex. The dissociation energy for the
protonated WC base pair for [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ is significantly
different than that of the Hoogsteen base pair of [1-mC:1-
mG:H]+ (149.58 kJ/mol), which does not account for the
comparable stability for the two base pairs evident in the S.Y.
curves. In addition, as previously found in the IRMPD spec-
troscopy, the acidic sample conditions for ESI under our ex-
perimental conditions may prefer to produce proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs [20, 34]. As a result, proton-bound WC
base pairs were not considered in this study. Considering the
absence of noticeable influences of solvent, pH, and tempera-
ture on the CID behaviors (Figures 1S and 2S), the proton-
bound complexes produced in our conditions are mostly likely
the most stable and thus predominant conformers of the com-
plexes, for which this theoretical study predicted proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs. In other words, the effects of other
isomers may not be significant for the experimental results in
this study.

Three Fragmentation Pathways for Proton-Bound
Hoogsteen Base Pairs

We further explored fragmentation pathways for the proton-
bound Hoogsteen base pairs of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+ at the B3LYP/6–311+G(2d,2p) theory level.
It is to be noted that the resulting potential energy diagrams
for the two proton-bound base pairs are essentially isomor-
phic to each other and are similar to the previous one for
[C:G:H]+ [34] (Figure 5). However, this theory level was
not successful in locating the transition state, TSPT(O2), for
[1-mC:1-mG:H]+. Instead, TSPT(O2)

† was located using a
slightly different basis set (†) of 6–311+G(2d,p).

The potential energy diagrams indicate that three path-
ways are energetically accessible for the dissociation of
proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs. Fragmentations lead-
ing to [1-mC(N3):H]+ and [x-mG:H]+ are the channels that
are typically considered as the two pathways competing for
the proton of the ionic hydrogen bond in a proton-bound
dimer in the kinetic method. However, due to the low
energy barriers for TSPT(O2), dissociation into proton-
transferred products of [1-mC(O2):H]+ may also be facile
in the CID of proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs. The
presence of an additional pathway giving rise to the
proton-transferred fragments of [1-mC(O2):H]+ would in-
crease the apparent abundance of [1-mC:H]+ in m/z, which
was suggested as the cause for the anomalous CID behav-
iors of [C:G:H]+ [34].

In fact, it is also to be noted that the dissociation of
proton-bound, triply bound dimers of [1-mC:1-mC:H]+ by
IRMPD induced by the irradiation of a CO2 laser led to the
production of predominant [1-mC(O2):H]+ fragments [1].
This indicates that proton transfer is facile, even in the
dissociation of triply hydrogen-bonded base pairs by the
slow heating mechanism. Thus, the competition among
three fragmentation pathways leading to the production of
[1-mC(N3):H]+, [1-mC(O2):H]+, and [x-mG:H]+ fragments
may play a key role in determining apparent CID behaviors.

In the theoretical study at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)
theory level, the H of protonation (ΔHp; 298.15 K), which
corresponds to PA, for 1-mC were predicted to be 965.76
and 964.79 kJ/mol when the N3- and O2-positions of 1-mC
are protonated, respectively (Table 2). This agrees well with
the experimental reports of 971 kJ/mol obtained by the
kinetic method [54] and 964.7 kJ/mol obtained by TCID
experiments [16]. The ΔHp for 1-mG and 9-mG were cal-
culated to be 968.02 and 973.46 kJ/mol in this study,

Figure 4. The lowest-energy structures, proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs, for (a) [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and (b) [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+ predicted at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) theory
level. Interatomic distances are also given (Å)

Table 1. Predicted dissociation energy (D0,BSSE; kJ/mol) for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+

and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) theory level. Correspond-
ing product states are given in parenthesis

Energy (kJ/mol) [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ [1-mC:9-mG:H]+

D0,BSSE (→ [x-mG:H]+ + 1-mC) 149.58 153.94
D0,BSSE (→ [1-mC(N3):H]+ + x-mG) 152.65 162.42
D0,BSSE (→ [1-mC(O2):H]+ + x-mG) 154.12 163.89
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respectively. Thus, this B3LYP study predicted larger PAs
for methylated guanine moieties than those of 1-mC; 9-mG
> 1-mG > 1-mC(N3) > 1-mC(O2), wherein the protonation
site of 1-mC is indicated in parenthesis. In fact, the PAs of
moieties are the energy values that determine the relative
energetics of the product states. For both base pairs, the
B3LYP theory predicted ΔPA < 0 (= PA(1-mC)–PA(x-
mG)), which makes the potential energy diagrams essential-
ly isomorphic (Figure 5).

Alternated Branching Ratios by Anomaly

However, despite the resemblance in potential energy surfaces
explored by the B3LYP theory, the CID of the proton-bound
Hoogsteen base pairs of this study, [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, exhibited an intriguing alternation in branching
ratios. In fact, it is generally expected from previous
benchmarking tests that the accuracy of B3LYP theory without
dispersion corrections for non-covalent interactions may not be
better than 3 kcal/mol [55, 56].

Figure 5. Potential energy diagrams for (a) [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and (b) [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ with predicted energy differences from the
lowest-energy structures in parenthesis (ΔEe/ ΔE0/ ΔH/ ΔG at 298.15 K; kJ/mol) at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) theory level. (†)
denotes the energy obtained by B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p). The structures of INT and TS are given in Figure 4S. (ΔPA =PA(1-mC)–PA(x-
mG))
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To address this issue more carefully, we examined the PAs
of monomers by using high-accuracy methods, including CBS-
QB3, G4MP2, and G4. Those are the compound methods
developed to provide a high accuracy in predicting the thermo-
chemical properties of molecules, which approaches the chem-
ical accuracy (1 kcal/mol) [47–53]. The predicted thermochem-
istry for protonation, ΔHp and ΔGp, along with their averages
are given in Table 2.

The predicted values by the high-accuracy methods were
found to be very close. The standard deviations for the values
obtained by the three different methods ranged only between
1.2–1.6 kJ/mol, whereas the values predicted by the B3LYP
theory were quite deviated from the high-accuracy values. For
example, the B3LYP theory predicted larger ΔHp values by
1.74–9.01 kJ/mol than the average values of three high-
accuracy methods, which far outlie the standard deviations
for the three methods. More importantly, the three high-
accuracy methods equivocally predicted a different order in
energy for protonation from that of the B3LYP theory of 9-mG
> 1-mG > 1-mC(N3) > 1-mC(O2). The order in ΔHp predicted
by the high-accuracy methods was 9-mG > 1-mC(O2) > 1-mG
> 1-mC(N3), which as a consequence altered the energetics of
the product states significantly (Figure 6).

The improved product states in energetics for the two
proton-bound base pairs are not isomorphic any more. It is
evident in the potential energy diagrams that the formation of
the proton-transferred products of [1-mC(O2):H]+ provides a
more energetically favorable pathway for the dissociation of [1-
mC:1-mG:H]+, whereas the pathway leading to the production
of [9-mG:H]+ is more favorable in the fragmentation of [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+. In addition, the CBS-QB3 theory predicted the
dissociation energies (D0) into the lowest-energy product state
to be 178.96 and 176.72 kJ/mol for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, respectively. The difference in D0 is only
2.24 kJ/mol, which is even smaller than the predicted differ-
ence by the B3LYP theory of 4.36 kJ/mol. It thus more clearly
accounts for the comparable stability observed for the proton-
bound precursor complexes in the ER-CID experiments. It is
also to be noted that the predictedΔHps for C and G also altered
the product states of the previous [C:G:H]+ [34], which now
resembles that of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+. In both cases of [C:G:H]+

and [1-mC:1-mG:H]+, the anomaly, that is production of more
abundant protonated cytosine fragments, [C:H]+ and [1-
mC:H]+, respectively, was evident.

If the three fragmentation pathways are assumed to be
independent, one can apply the simple relation of the kinetic

Table 2. Predicted ΔHp and ΔGp (298.15 K; kJ/mol) for protonation of monomers at different theory levels. The average stands for the average values for the three
high-accuracy methods. Protonation sites are indicated in parenthesis

Neutral monomer (protonation site) B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) CBS-QB3 G4MP2 G4 Average

ΔHp ΔGp ΔHp ΔGp ΔHp ΔGp ΔHp ΔGp ΔHp ΔGp

1-mC(N3) 965.76 966.23 956.72 956.58 959.44 959.71 959.83 960.10 958.66 958.80
1-mC(O2) 964.79 964.14 960.77 959.26 964.41 963.38 963.95 962.92 963.04 961.85
1-mG(N7) 968.02 970.59 957.37 959.22 959.37 961.44 960.28 962.35 959.01 961.00
9-mG(N7) 973.46 974.70 964.03 964.93 966.08 966.91 966.92 967.75 965.68 966.53
C(N3) 950.26 949.96 943.18 942.28 945.72 945.30 946.14 945.73 945.01 944.44
C(O2) 952.12 950.79 949.25 947.44 952.50 951.16 952.17 950.82 951.31 949.81
G(N7) 955.64 957.72 946.05 947.49 947.64 949.18 948.65 950.19 947.45 948.95

Figure 6. Potential energy diagrams for (a) [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and (b) [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ with predicted energy differences using the
average values obtained by the high-accuracy methods in parenthesis (ΔEe/ΔE0/ΔH/ΔG at 298.15 K; kJ/mol). Dissociation energies
(D0, ΔH, ΔG; kJ/mol) are values obtained by using the CBS-QB3 theory. ΔHp and ΔGp (298.15 K) predicted at other theory levels are
given in Table 2. (ΔPA = PA(1-mC)–PA(x-mG))
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method [37, 38], ln(kA/kB) = ln([A:H+]/[B:H+]) ≈ ΔΔHp/RTeff,
to estimate the branching ratios in the CID of the proton-bound
dimers of [A•••H+•••B]. Using the average ΔHps for moieties
obtained by the high-accuracy methods (Table 2) and Teff =
300 K, arbitrarily, the apparent branching ratios were estimated
to be [1-mC:H]+:[1-mG:H]+ = 0.85:0.15 for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+

([1-mC(N3):H]+:[1-mC(O2):H]+:[1-mG:H]+ = 0.17:1:0.20)
and [1-mC:H]+:[9-mG:H]+ = 0.29:0.71 for [1-mC:9-mG:H]+

([1-mC(N3):H]+:[1-mC(O2):H]+:[9-mG:H]+ = 0.06:0.35:1).
This accounts for the observed alternation in the branching
ratios of 0.8:0.2 and 0.4:0.6 for [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-
mC:9-mG:H]+, respectively. However, we cannot completely
exclude the effects that may be caused by the presence of other
isomers and the entropy differences between fragmentation
pathways, although the results of this study show that those
effects may not be significantly involved in these cases of CID
of [1-mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+.

Accordingly, the anomaly, i.e., the production of proton-
transferred fragments, [1-mC(O2):H]+, is disclosed by the ob-
served alternation in the branching ratios for the CID of [1-
mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+.

Conclusions
This study demonstrates that understanding the dissociation
pathways is crucial in determining accurate thermochemical
properties of moieties in proton-bound complexes based on the
kinetic method, particularly when multiple hydrogen bonding
is involved. In addition, although the B3LYP theory is still
reliable in predicting the structures and base-pairing interac-
tions of proton-bound base pairs, theories that have a higher
accuracy need to be considered when dealing with a small and
critical energy difference such as ΔΔHp between the cytosine
and guanine moieties. This, in fact, determined the dissociation
behaviors of proton-bound Hoogsteen base pairs in the present
study.

In conclusion, the alternated branching ratios in CID of [1-
mC:1-mG:H]+ and [1-mC:9-mG:H]+ indicate the anomaly,
which indeed arises from the presence of proton transfer reac-
tions occurring in the course of the dissociation of proton-
bound Hoogsteen base pairs.
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